
Key Content

Strong emotions affect our brains and make it harder for us to think clearly.
Our brains are constantly changing and growing (neuroplasticity). When we practice new or hard things, we 
grow new pathways in our brain. The more we practice, the stronger and faster these pathways become. 
Mindfulness can help you learn to calm your brain when you need to. And practicing mindfulness can also 
help build new pathways in the brain.

How to Integrate or Extend It

If you teach and refer to growth mindset in your classroom, you can use the information that the brain is always 
growing and changing to support kids’ understanding of growth mindset. When they don’t give up and keep 
practicing something hard, they’re displaying growth mindset and making their brain stronger and smarter.

You can extend the understanding about how the brain grows and changes with a science unit on the brain.

Activity Ideas

My Learning Journey 
Have kids choose something they have learned to do such as running, talking, reading, swimming, or riding a 
bike. Have them draw (younger kids) or write (older kids) about the different parts of their journey. For example, 
running started with sitting up, then crawling, then just a few steps, then walking, and then finally running.
20-30 minutes

How I Calm My Brain 
Have kids draw (younger kids) or write (older kids) about their favorite ways to calm themselves down when 
doing something new or hard.
10-15 minutes

Tips

When your kids are struggling with something new or hard, remind them that calming down will help them 
think clearly. You can replay this video and follow it up with some Mind Yeti sessions on breathing. You can also 
remind them that practicing something over and over grows new pathways in their brains. 

When you notice a kid saying “I just can’t do it” and beginning to give up on a tough learning challenge, let 
them know that other people often feel that way too. Encourage them to calm themselves down and remind 
themselves that continuing to practice tough things helps their brain grow stronger and smarter.

How to Talk About It

What is one new thing you learned from this video?
What did Lil’ Yeti do to help himself get better at skateboarding?
What is one thing you’ll remember to do or tell yourself when you are doing something new or hard?

How to Introduce Brain Science


